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by two  huge pot-boilers, is  essentially a repertory
playwright
"At the same time, I do not believe m repertory
except as a late development of the limited run system
"Ever,
"GBS"
At this juncture, A E Drinkwater made another
suggestion "Why not produce the play 'Abraham
Lincoln,5 which John, his son, had written?" Had I
wanted to make money, I should have jumped at the
suggestion, but I wanted to act, and though I could play
many parts, that of Abraham was beyond my powers,
and there was no other part, none at all events for me
I refused
I spent my days and nights reading plays of all sorts
and descriptions     Unknown authors whose plays may
reveal  that  they  know nothing  else,  learn by some
mysterious means that you are starting in management
Plays descend upon you like snowflakes on a winter's
day, incessant, and alas1 they leave you quite as cold
One after the other you read them and discard them—
discard them all, and yet perhaps among them there is
one which had you but known is capable of being made
into a great play    There is no insight rarer than that
which can discover the play which will prove successful
William Archer in his latter days wrote "The Green
Goddess "    He sent it to me after I had given up
theatncal   management     I   found   it   interesting,   no
more,  but because of our friendship I sent the play to
everyone I knew in the theatrical world who would be
likely to produce it     One and all returned it with or
without thanks    At last it was produced and would
have made Archer's fortune, had he lived to enjoy it
Hard-headed manager,  actor-manager, playwright, it
matters not who he be, not one of them possesses the
mental flail which can separate the wheat from the
chaff    The surest judge I know is Nigel Playfair (Sir
Nigel), whose opinion I would back against that of

